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NAMED A BEST Publication OF 2017 BY NPR "For anyone facing dementia,
[Saunders'] words are truly enlightening..Based on the "field notes" she
will keep in her journal, Memory's Last Breath can be Gerda Saunders'
astonishing screen into a existence distorted simply by dementia..
Inspiring lessons about living and thriving with dementia."---Maria
Shriver, NBC's Today ShowA "courageous and singular publication" (Andrew
Solomon), Memory's Last Breath is an unsparing, beautifully written
memoir--"an intimate, revealing account of coping with dementia" (Shelf
Awareness).. Coping with the complications of losing short-term memory
space, Saunders, a former university professor, non-etheless embarks on
a personal investigation of the brain and its own mysteries, examining
research and literature, and immersing herself in vivid remembrances of
her childhood in South Africa. She writes about buying trips cut short
by unintentional shoplifting, car journeys derailed when she loses her
bearings, and the embarrassment of forgetting what she's just said to a
room of colleagues.
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Memory's Last Breath took my breath away This book may be a bit puzzling
initially due to its unusual format nonetheless it quickly becomes
fascinating, lucidly informative, and ultimately emotionally wrenching
as a brilliant woman shares her lengthy struggle to stave off and adapt
to dementia. She shares her search for knowledge, her love of life and
family members, how art and literature play key roles in her current
scenario, her sense of style and not giving it up actually if her
attempt to develop a mnemonic code to greatly help her with her wardrobe
fails, and knowing when her existence will not be the lifestyle she
wants to maintain living as she poses the toughest questions to her
family members so that they obviously understand what quality of life
means to her. My mother had Alzheimer's and We was a caretaker on her
behalf and supporter of my dad until they both passed. I'm fortunate to
have read it. A great mind, an intellectual After writing several essays
about her early onset dementia, Gerda Saunders was motivated by her
colleagues that her function could turn into a book and even it did. It
really is Memory space’S LAST BREATH: FIELD NOTES ON MY DEMENTIA.
Outstanding Read! Imagine sharing your ideas and fumbles, all section of
the territory, so openly.Her capability to do that is remarkable. Here's
an inside look at a disease that ravages the brain, that you've no
control of. Saunders displays us her personal stories through her diary,
her history growing up in apartheid South Africa, anecdotes that have a
wonderful contact of humor throughout, as well as scientific info that
dissect, if you will, the brain and clarify the four lobes and the how
and just why of where we get information and how we lose that
information. Honest And Revealing Truth IN WHAT We Don't Want To Hear
About This is an extremely uniquely written book. Disappointing.In
MEMORY’S LAST BREATH, the author shares a lot more than just her
inquisitive mind. Fierce Mortality If you are looking for a self-help
book or a testimonial about the blessings of dementia this is simply not
the book for you personally.Whether or not you understand anyone
experiencing dementia, the reserve is enlightening and certainly
provides powerful insight into a disease that affects millions. If you
can say for certain of someone suffering from the disease or anyone who
has a family member who has dementia, I recommend reading it, not only
to better understand just how devastating it is, but to grasp the pain
that the family and loved ones endure, viewing, as Saunders says, your
brain “go away.” A great brain, an intellectual, a university
professor, a writer, Saunders wanted to record, through journaling, that
which was occurring to her, so that readers, her family members, others
suffering from dementia, might gain an improved understanding of not
merely what she was going through, but how her human brain was slowing,
how she was gradually shedding her short-term storage, and how rapidly.
Poignant, lyrical, honest and thoughtful, Memory's Last Breath is
actually breathtaking. A stability of memory It took me a little bit to
adapt to the format of the book, but it was beautifully constructed.

Gerda's compelling truth, interwoven through past memories and her
present day making-of-memories to keep behind as her legacy to her
loving family, truly touched my heart. Love that there surely is someone
that thinks like me This was an excellent book. This reserve belabored
the author's personal background in Africa, but was an exceedingly
painful yet realistic view of existence with dementia. And the starting
line of Chapter One doesn't mince words: "On September 21, 2010, five
days before my sixty-first birthday, I was presented with a diagnosis
microvascular disease, the next leading cause of dementia. Her honest
and unflinching narrative elucidates not only the struggles in her dayto-time existence but also her grappling with the bigger question of how
to resolve her identification given that the 'good human brain' that was
so a lot of her self is normally failing her. She mixes in memories of
her South African childhood, information on neurology and dementia, and
areas of her lifestyle, as she continues her bold and demanding journey.
Brave, melancholy and transcendent This book is brave, melancholy and
transcendent. Saunders demonstrates a generous spirit and needle-pointed
wit as she weaves her visitors through the scenery of dementia, stopping
to examine peaks of intellect and valleys of loss. The book strikes a
beautiful balance of science and elegy. If your daily life has been
touched by dementia, this publication will walk the challenging distance
with you and offer a rare feeling of repose. A remarkably buoyant
reserve from a master of both language and grace. Her composing can be
folksy and readable.. A geniune look at a challenging spiritual journey
This gripping memoir breathes with a haunting honesty and depth. If you
prefer a wise hand to carry while observing /feeling your way into the
bizarre ways a brain can misbehave, also connection to an author's
generous center as she makes indicating and resolution with a life's
previous and present--if you would like a hug of shared humanity as the
writer forms peace with the indignities of fierce mortality--you should
buy Saunders' book now. Such an overall beautiful experience. Being on
leading lines, I believe that my credentials as a reviewer are pristine.
And honestly, who was not?..from the perspective of patient, whose voice
is often neglected by those in the the medical career along with family.
Especially poignant were the "right to die" problems. She gives a very
clear and approachable account of what she experienced. I learned quite
a bit and it released a whole lot of options. She is quite frank about
as soon as that she knew that she had a need to retire from her work,
everyday tasks that have now become problematic for her, situations both
humiliating and terrifying where she has needed to be rescued from, the
list continues on. nonetheless it was beautifully constructed. Might it
be me who right here it?. We don't want to take into account it. The
author's diary entries (field notes on her behalf own dementia) had been
interesting but then she spent most of the book quoting scholars, using
complicated terms and pompous language. Five Stars Great book. I fully
recommend this outstanding publication to anyone and everyone who has

been touched by dementia. This reserve is important if you cherish
someone with dementia. The writer charts her cognitive issues with such
vividness that people are there with her. I actually work in the
geriatric field and have considered myself being identified as having
Alzheimer or dementia. I usually think about how I'll leave my kids. I
really want dignity and like when I pass. I found this helpful but also
it was also great viewing her field notes, her small antidotes of stuff
gone incorrect. It touches the heart while breaking it at the same
time. It's an inside look at what witnessing one's on downfall is like
and shatters many misconceptions and educating privately of dementia we
don't know about. Disappointing. This publication attaches a name, a
encounter, a personality, a existence onto the word dementia. Though she
gets into the medical side of things don’t be afraid the publication is
inaccessible. A balance of memory, knowledge, and perception, with
tastes coming from past and present, I found the publication intriguing
and enlightening. It's one I discover myself talking bout with friends,
some of whom have old relatives with dementia. I can’t imagine going
right through what must feel like the reduction of all your family
members but also s kind of lack of self as the disease progresses and it
happened to her at such a young age group. As I am aging myself I wonder
how many of my close friends will inform me of their own diagnosis, how
many of my cousins I've known my whole life.. This is something most of
us face to 1 degree or another especially as we grow older. It requires
some courage to handle the words of an intelligent woman who spent her
existence working in the academic globe. The author's diary entries
(field notes on her behalf . The best memoirs are those that provoke
smiles and tears simultaneously, and I had not been disappointed here.
It's definitely a book that I'll think about for a long time to come.
Gourd's powerful efforts to make feeling of herself through basic tasks
and recollections, furthermore to her impressive resume and life story,
stunned me. Right now I am a caretaker for my beloved husband who was
identified as having a rare type of dementia called frontal temporal
degeneration. Remarkably hopeful and certainly courageous "Memory's Last
Breath: Field Notes On My Dementia" (2017 publication; 290 webpages) is
a nonfiction reserve by Gerda Saunders, intending to offer us with an
account of what life is like when you are battling dementia. "My reserve
is because of this: to include my own story to your body of research
about dementia currently accumulated by the life time efforts of
researchers and healthcare providers", observes the author early on.
beautiful book the writer interweaves elements of memoir In this
lyrical, beautiful publication the author interweaves elements of
memoir, research, and an anthropologist-like accounting of her daily
life in the land of dementia." Couple of comments: the book's name is
somewhat misleading. Yes, it can provide insight to a level what life is
similar to for someone in her early 60s to now live with/ballte
dementia, but that's just one facet of the publication. Deborah Shouse,

Connecting in the Land of Dementia: Creative Actions to Explore Together
Families and Their Differences That is a sad tale but because of the
author’s innate optimism not nearly as dreary as it could be. One of my
friends has been identified as having it. It appears to be a politically
correct choice for cancer patients, but not for folks like the writer
and my hubby, who are wise, proficient, and generous to themselves and
their loved ones and who want to get this to decion about their very own
deaths. By significantly the best area of the book and the most heart
warming was the account of her associations with family and how they
compared their memories. It’s interesting to discover US tradition
through her eyes. She also had what was to me a unique upbringing in
South Africa and then her naturalization in the us. Those thoughts, with
their divergent outlooks strike me as regular for all or many
households. I couldn't read this book rather than think of the word
without thinking of this person and how they lived their life knowing
they had this awful thing most of us secretly fear will happen to us and
telling us what her lifestyle was like knowing. Thoughts from leading
Line.. I function in the healthcare field therefore i feel this is a
thing that brings understanding and knowledge. A courageous and
inspiring reserve. The book also acts as a memoir for the author, who
was raised in South Africa and shifted to the US in 1984 in her early
30s .
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